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For Perusal Only
with those blues not afraid

in the shade on parade

'cause this Rover just crossed over If I

not afraid 'cause this Rover just crossed over If I

Never have a single cent I'll be

Never have a single cent I'll be
rich as, rich as Mister Rockefeller
Gold dust at my feet-

On the sunny side of the street!

Tutti or solo scat (see performance notes)

For Perusal Only
afraid. This Rover crossed over. If I
afraid. This Rover crossed over. If I

Never never have a cent. I’ll be as rich as Rockefeller.

f

Gold dust at my feet, on the
Gold dust at my feet, on the

f
It is time to cross over,
Time to walk in the clover,
It is time to cross over,
Time to walk in the clover,
Yes! I said to walk over,
Time to walk on the sun,  
Yes! I said to walk over,
Time to walk on the sun,
Yes! I said to walk over,
Time to walk on the sun,
Sunny side, sunny side
Sunny side, sunny side,

Sunny side, sunny side
Sunny side, sunny side,

Sunny side, sunny side
Sunny side, sunny side,

Sunny side, the sunny side of the street!
Sunny side, the sunny side of the street!

Sunny side, sunny side
Sunny side, sunny side,